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The creation of a repeatable collisionless quasi-parallel shock in the laboratory would provide a valuable platform for
experimental studies of space and astrophysical shocks. However, conducting such an experiment presents substantial
challenges. Scaling the results of hybrid simulations of quasi-parallel shock formation to the laboratory highlights
the experimentally demanding combination of dense, fast, and magnetized background and driver plasmas required.
One possible driver for such experiments are high-energy laser-produced plasmas (LPPs). Preliminary experiments
at the University of California Los Angeles have explored LPPs as drivers of quasi-parallel shocks by combining the
Phoenix Laser Laboratory [Niemann et al. Journal of Instrumentation, 7, 2012] with the Large Plasma Device (LAPD)
[Gekelman et al. Review of Scientific Instruments, 87, 2016]. Beam instabilities and waves characteristic of the early
stages of shock formation are observed, but spatial dispersion of the laser-produced plasma prematurely terminates
the process. This result is illustrated by experimental measurements and Monte-Carlo calculations of LPP density
dispersion. The experimentally-validated Monte-Carlo model is then applied to evaluate several possible approaches to
mitigating LPP dispersion in future experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Collisionless shocks in space and astrophysical plasmas are
an important source of high-energy particles through the pro-
cess of diffusive shock acceleration1,2. Shocks are disconti-
nuities formed by the interaction of a supersonic inflowing
"beam" plasma with a background "core" plasma. These plas-
mas are often magnetized, so collisionless shocks are clas-
sified as either quasi-parallel or quasi-perpendicular based
on the shocks are distinct from unmagnetized shocks medi-
ated by the Weibel instability, which require substantial beam
anisotropy to self-generate magnetic fields4.

In the absence of Coulomb collisions, collisionless shocks
couple energy from a super-Alfvénic (vb > vA where is the
Alfvén velocity) beam plasma to the core plasma through per-
turbations in the bulk electric and magnetic fields. In the
quasi-parallel case coupling is mediated by several electro-
magnetic ion/ion beam instabilities5,6. This coupling proceeds
more slowly than in the quasi-perpendicular case, producing a
shock region that is correspondingly longer (hundreds of ion-
inertial lengths instead of approximately one). Large-scale
structure is required for diffusive shock acceleration to pro-
duce very high energies, so quasi-parallel collisionless shocks
can be particularly powerful particle accelerators7.

Astrophysical shocks such as supernova remnants have
been observed remotely8, and spacecraft have made in situ
measurements of quasi-parallel planetary and cometary bow
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shocks within the solar system9–11. However, both remote ob-
servations and in-situ spacecraft measurements have inherent
limitations as laboratories for understanding shock formation,
structure, or particle acceleration. Both rely on natural condi-
tions to vary plasma parameters and as such are inherently ir-
reproducible. Spacecraft also only make measurements along
their trajectory, and their motion convolves spatial and tem-
poral variations. All of these limitations could potentially be
addressed by laboratory experiments12.

A recent series of experiments has been conducted at the
University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) to evaluate
the potential of laser-produced plasmas (LPPs) as drivers of
quasi-parallel collisionless shocks. A beam plasma created
using one of two high-energy lasers interacts with a mag-
netized core plasma produced by the Large Plasma Device
(LAPD)15. Experiments have observed ion/ion beam insta-
bility growth consistent with the very early stages of shock
formation . However, spatial dispersion quickly reduces the
LPP density below the shock formation threshold, terminat-
ing the process.

In Section II of this paper we discuss the theoretical design
space for quasi-parallel shock formation experiments. Sec-
tion III outlines the beam instabilities responsible for quasi-
parallel shock formation and addresses several theoretical
challenges to the direct comparison of laboratory measure-
ments of these instabilities to spacecraft observations. Sec-
tion IV reports the experimental observation of beam instabil-
ities at UCLA that represent the early stages of quasi-parallel
shock formation and demonstrates that the process is termi-
nated prematurely by spatial dispersion of the LPP. Section V
illustrates this density dispersion using a 3D Monte-Carlo cal-
culation and evaluates a possible solution to this problem us-
ing multiple laser pulses. Finally, our conclusions are summa-
rized in Section VI.
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FIG. 1. Required background magnetic field (solid lines) to maintain
MA = 10 for different beam velocities (vb in cm/s, line colors) as a
function of background density (nc in cm−3) calculated for proton
beam and core plasmas. The beam-ion/core-ion mean free path for
each beam velocity (dashed colored lines) and the physical length of
a L = 500δi experiment at several densities (black lines) are over-
plotted for comparison.

II. THE DESIGN SPACE FOR LABORATORY
QUASI-PARALLEL SHOCK EXPERIMENTS

Creating a quasi-parallel shock in a laboratory is a chal-
lenging endeavor. Simulations provide some guidance as to
the parameters required18. A super-Alfvénic beam plasma
must overlap a 5-10 times denser core plasma for the 200-
1000 ion-inertial lengths (δi = c/ωpi where ωpi is the ion
plasma frequency) necessary for the shock to form. The core
plasma density must be high enough to fit this many ion-
inertial lengths in the experimental apparatus, but low enough
that Coulomb collisions remain negligible over that same dis-
tance. The background magnetic field must be strong enough
to magnetize both plasmas over the experimental time scale
but low enough that the beam satisfies the Mach number re-
quirement. The usual magnetization criterion, νbi,ci � fci
where νbi,ci is the beam ion/core ion Coulomb collision fre-
quency and fci is the ion cyclotron frequency, is here a nec-
essary but insufficient condition. Beam instability growth and
subsequent quasi-parallel shock formation require many ion
gyroperiods ( f−1

ci ), leading to the usually more stringent con-
dition vb/L � fci. Studying these processes also requires
that the ion gyroperiod and ion-inertial length must be well-
resolvable by diagnostics. These competing conditions have
yet to be simultaneously realized in an experiment.

Consider a laboratory experiment constituting a magnetized
proton core plasma at rest in the lab frame and a less dense

proton beam plasma streaming parallel to the ambient field.
Assuming a practical system length upper limit of L = 103

cm for a laboratory experiment implies a minimum practical
core density of nc ≥ 1014 cm−3 to observe the early stages of
parallel shock formation (∼ 500δi). At this density the core
plasma will be collisional. However, for a beam velocity of
vb ≥ 107 cm/s, the beam ion/core ion collisional mean free
path λbi,ci is much larger than L. This is possible because19

λbi,ci ∝ |vb− vc|4. Satisfying the condition that MA ≥ 10 for
this beam velocity and core density requires a background
magnetic field of B0 ≤ 100 G (Fig. 1).

A similar experiment could be conducted at smaller length
scales and higher densities: an L = 1 cm experiment would
require a core density of 1020 cm−3. In order to maintiain
L < λbi,ci, such an experiment would require vb ∼ 107 cm/s.
Maintaining MA = 10 at this beam velocity would require a
background field of B0 ∼ 1−10 T (Fig. 1).

The ideal beam plasma for a laboratory quasi-parallel shock
would be a spatial and temporally uniform ion beam with a
density nb ∼ 0.01− 0.1nc with no magnetic structure com-
parable to the ambient magnetic field strength. Electrostatic
ion accelerators provide a uniform beam, but producing an
ion beam with 1% of even the lowest core densities dis-
cussed above with such an accelerator is challenging. Bursts
of plasma such as spheromaks20 and field-reversed configu-
rations21 can be sufficiently dense and fast, but have substan-
tial internal magnetic fields that may perturb the quasi-parallel
field geometry. Laser-produced plasmas (LPPs) can be pro-
duced with densities and velocities in the desired range22. Sig-
nificant magnetic fields are created near the target23, but most
of the fast LPP ions escape this region into the relatively un-
perturbed ambient magnetic field. These characteristics make
LPPs attractive drivers for laboratory quasi-parallel collision-
less shock experiments.

III. BEAM INSTABILITY THEORETICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

Two beam instabilities have been identified as important to
coupling in quasi-parallel shocks: the right-hand resonant in-
stability (RHI) and the non-resonant instability (NRI) . The
right-hand resonant instability (RHI) is a gyroresonance be-
tween beam ions and EM waves near the ion cyclotron fre-
quency on the whistler branch25. The NRI is also a gy-
roresonance (despite the misnomer), in this case between the
core ions and similar (but somewhat lower frequency) EM
waves26. At high beam velocities and densities a higher fre-
quency mode of each instability appears25. .

When viewed in the rest frames of the beam and core ions
respectively, the RHI and NRI both produce left-hand cir-
cularly polarized waves defined with respect to the ambient
magnetic field direction. This polarization is consistent with
ion cyclotron resonance. However, Doppler shifting to the
laboratory/core-ion rest frame reverses the perceived polar-
ization of the RHI to be right-handed. Careful considera-
tion of the reference frame is therefore necessary when us-
ing the polarization to identify the instability responsible for
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FIG. 2. Analytical instability growth rates in the electron rest (solid)
and laboratory (dashed) frames for a variety of different beam/core
ion combinations. The growth rates and frequencies are scaled to
the beam ion cyclotron frequency fbi. Peaks at positive and negative
frequencies correspond to the RHI and NRI respectively. Increased
charge and mass of beam ions can substantially increase the frequen-
cies observed, especially in the laboratory frame. The frequencies
generated do not simply scale with the charge/mass ratio.

an observed wave. Typically both spacecraft and laboratory
probes are effectively stationary compared to the group veloc-
ity of the waves, so both make measurements in the labora-
tory frame. The polarization of waves measured in laboratory
experiments is therefore directly comparable to spacecraft re-
sults.

In space, both beam and core ions are typically protons,
and the corresponding frequencies observed are fractions of
the ion cyclotron frequency. In laboratory experiments with
higher atomic masses and charge states, however, waves are
observed above the core ion cyclotron frequency16. These ob-
servations are consistent with analytical theory. The 1D cold
linear dispersion relation for a beam ("b"), a core ("c") and a
shared electron ("e") plasma in the electron rest frame (elec-
tron velocity ve = 0) can be written16,25
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where q, n, and m are normalized to the core plasmas val-
ues and ω = ωr + iγ with real frequency ωr and growth rate
γ . Both the wave frequency and the growth rate depend on
the ratio of the charge, mass, and density of the beam ions
to the corresponding core ion quantities. These ratios cannot
be factored into ω , so no simple scaling of the frequency as
a function of these parameters is possible. Figure 2 shows
that even cases with equal charge/mass ratios have different

FIG. 3. Diagram of the experimental setup in the region near to the
laser target. A black dashed line shows the approximate extent of the
region in which beam instabilities grow in the current experiments.

solutions, which is a consequence of the q2
b/mb term, and that

the dependence of the frequency on these parameters is even
more pronounced when waves are measured in the laboratory
frame. Assuming the plasma is current-free, the relative ve-
locity of the lab frame with respect to the electron reference
frame is

ve = qbnbvb (2)

so frequencies Doppler shifted from the electron rest frame
to the laboratory frame include a further dependence on the
charge, density and velocity of the ions. Laboratory exper-
iments with heavier, more highly charged ions than protons
can therefore produce considerably higher frequencies than
those observed in space. Depending on the time scales of the
experiment and frequency sensitivity of available diagnostics,
this effect may be disadvantageous or beneficial.

IV. RESONANT INSTABILITY OBSERVATIONS

A series of experiments have been conducted at UCLA to
evaluate the potential of high-energy lasers as drivers of quasi-
parallel collisionless shocks in the type of large scale, low
density experiment described in Section II. A pre-magnetized
18 m long, 30 cm diameter cylindrical helium core plasma is
produced by two cathodes at either end of the Large Plasma
Device (LAPD)15. The ion and electron temperatures are ap-
proximately 1 eV and 5 eV respectively. The plasma reaches
densities of ∼ 1013 cm−3 at a minimum magnetic field of
300 G, corresponding to an Alfvén velocity of 107 cm/s, an
ion cyclotron frequency of 0.1 MHz, and a length of L = 80
δi. Simulations show this length to be sufficient for studying
the growth of beam instabilities in the early stages of shock
formation, but too short to fully form a shock18.
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FIG. 4. a) Examples of waves driven by each laser observed 7.5 m
from the laser target. The wave frequencies and relative amplitudes
match, although the overall amplitude of the waves driven by the 15
J laser is 5x lower. b) A FFT of both wave traces shows that both
have energy in a similar band. This frequency range is consistent
with linear theory predictions for the RHI.

A high-energy laser is focused onto a plastic (high-density
polyethelene, C2H4) target embedded in the LAPD plasma,
and the resulting laser-produced plasma (LPP) "beam"
streams anti-parallel to the background magnetic field (Fig. 3).
The target is positioned near one end of the LAPD, leaving a
∼ 14 m long experimental volume. Two lasers are used in sep-
arate experiments. The Raptor laser30 (1053 nm, 25 ns, 200 J,
1 shot/hr) is used to drive beam instabilities to the largest pos-
sible amplitudes, while the Peening laser31 (1053 nm, 15 ns,
15 J, 1 shot/s) is used to collect volumetric and high-statistic
datasets at lower wave amplitudes. Both lasers are focused to
a maximum intensity of ∼ 1013 W/cm2 to generate a carbon
LPP with charge stages from C+2 to C+5 and velocities rang-
ing from 1− 5× 107 cm/s (MA = 1− 5)16. Fast protons are
also produced, but similar results with graphite targets sug-
gest that the carbon ions are dominant in these experiments.
The beam ion/core ion Coulomb mean free path is > 1 km,
so the ion/ion interaction is effectively collisionless. The laser
spot on target defines the spatial origin of a right-handed co-
ordinate system with the background magnetic field in the +Z
and the target aligned along +Y . The arrival of the laser on
target defines t = 0.

Electromagnetic waves generated by beam instabilities in
the experiment are measured by an array of 3-axis, 3 mm di-
ameter magnetic flux probes32. The voltages induced in the
probes are differentially amplified, digitized at 1.25 GHz, then
numerically integrated to calculated ∆B. The probes are posi-
tioned by motorized probe drives to enable fully autonomous
collection of large volumetric datasets. Waves are observed in

FIG. 5. a) Leading-edge velocities of C+2 and C+4 measured using
the high repetition rate Peening laser as the final laser focusing lens
was translated to vary the intensity on target. Two peaks in velocity
reflect two separate laser focii due to the angled final focusing lens.
The C+4 scan covers a smaller range of lens positions because negli-
gible C+4 is created at lower intensities. b) Maximum magnetic field
amplitude in the RHI frequency range over the same datasets, sorted
by and plotted against the measured LPP velocity. The wave power
increases linearly with laser intensity, as does the velocity of each
charge state.

experiments with both lasers. The waves observed are right-
hand circularly polarized, consistent with generation by the
RHI16. Each velocity and charge state in the LPP corresponds
to a different Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance, so a range
of wave frequencies from 2-15 fci is observed, with most of the
spectral energy concentrated between 5-10 fci (Fig. 4b). These
frequencies are normalized to the core ion cyclotron frequency
to avoid confusion between the multiple beam ion species.
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A. Dependence of Wave Amplitude on Beam Velocity

Linear theory16,25 shows that the growth rate of the RHI
depends strongly on the velocity and density of the beam ions
relative to the core. These parameters can be varied experi-
mentally by changing the intensity of the laser on target while
maintaining constant energy. To study this dependence, the
wave amplitude at a fixed location and frequency is measured
while the focal spot size is systematically varied by translating
the final focusing lens. At the same time, the velocity distri-
bution of a single beam ion species is determined for each
shot by time-of-flight (assuming the LPP starts at the target at
t = 0) using time-resolved monochromator measurements of
ion fluorescence . The focusing lens is intentionally angled
(to control lens ghosts), introducing some astigmatism. As
the lens translates, the intensity therefore passes through two
maxima corresponding to separate horizontal and vertical foci
(Fig. 5a). Each lens position is an average over ten shots.

For each velocity distribution, a characteristic maximum
velocity is defined by the leading edge at 25% rise. Fig. 5a
shows the velocity of two species of Carbon as a function of
lens position, clearly showing the two separate foci. The ve-
locities of both species have a similar dependence on inten-
sity, though the higher charge state is always faster. The C+4

scan covers a smaller range of lens positions because negligi-
ble C+4 is created at lower intensities. This result is consistent
with LPP characterization experiments22.

The waves generated during the same shots are measured
by a magnetic flux probe. Fig. 5b shows the maximum wave
amplitude in one of the RHI frequency bands (3.5− 5.5 fci)
sorted by and plotted against the corresponding measured
leading-edge LPP velocities. In this regime the maximum
RHI amplitude is proportional to vb. For the velocity ranges
measured this scaling is consistent with the growth rate pre-
dicted by solving the linear dispersion relation (Eq 1). The
LPP density in the growth region was not measured, but lin-
ear theory predicts a relatively weak dependence on density16

at low Mach number and densities ≥ 5%.

B. Localizing the RHI Growth Region

Previous work suggested that the growth of beam instabil-
ities was confined to a small region near the target16. This
hypothesis is confirmed by direct measurement of the wave
amplitude at one of the RHI frequency peaks (f∼ 5fci) at in-
creasing distances from the target (Fig. 6). An array of mag-
netic flux probes provides measurements far from the target,
while a single probe is moved between shots to obtain higher
spatial resolution near the target. Shot-to-shot errors are quan-
tified by repeating five shots at a single set of positions.

The measured wave amplitude begins low, then increases
quickly between 25-50 cm (2− 5δci) from the target. After
this region the wave amplitude falls off as approximately 1/z2

as the waves spatially disperse. The RHI will be nominally
stabilized when either all the free energy from sufficiently fast
ions has been depleted or when the LPP density drops far be-
low the background density (in the latter case the growth rate

FIG. 6. Spatially-resolved measurements of the maximum wave am-
plitude achieved near one of the RHI frequency peaks show that
growth of the RHI is constrained to a region of ∼ 50 cm near the
laser target. After this region, the wave amplitude decays as approx-
imately 1/z2.

becomes negligible but remains non-zero). In this experiment,
super-Alfvénic ions are still observed far from the laser tar-
get16, indicating that the LPP density is the factor limiting
wave growth.

V. MODELING LPP DENSITY DISPERSION

The model chosen must retain ion cyclotron motion (which
is a dominant feature over the time scales of interest), so the
fluid approximation is not appropriate. At the same time,
the model must simulate the entire large experimental volume
in three dimensions, making particle-in-cell or hybrid simu-
lations prohibitively expensive. The problem can be greatly
simplified by assuming that interactions between LPP ions as
well as interactions among LPP ions and core ions can be ne-
glected. Under this assumption, ions follow single particle
trajectories that are easily solvable analytically. The evolution
of the LPP density can then be estimated by a Monte-Carlo
calculation.

A distribution of ≥ 105 quasi-particles is initiated with ve-
locity vector and charge state distributions consistent with ex-
perimental measurements33. The helical trajectories of each
particle are then calculated analytically using the cyclotron
equations

x(t) = rL cos(ωcit +ψ)+ xGC

y(t) = rL sin(ωcit +ψ)+ yGC

z(t) = vzt
(3)

where rL, ψ , and vz are the Larmor radius, gyrophase, and
parallel velocity and (xGC,yGC) is the center of gyration. At
each time-step a random-walk is applied to each particle in the
transverse plane to model cross-field diffusion. The random
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FIG. 7. A comparison of Langmuir probe ion saturation current mea-
surements and "virtual" Langmuir probe measurements from Monte-
Carlo calculations is used to adjust the initial particle velocity dis-
tribution and cross-field diffusion coefficient. This comparison is
shown for the 15 J (a) and 200 J (b) lasers.

walk step size is

δD =
√

Ddt (4)

where D is the diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficient
is determined to be D ≈ 5000 m2/s by comparing calcula-
tion results to Langmuir probe density measurements from
several positions in the experiment (Fig. 7). Along with ,
this cross-field transport explains the discrepancies between
Monte-Carlo calculations and measurements noted in our pre-
vious work16.

The quasi-particle density at a given space and time is cal-
culated by counting the number of quasi-particles in a defined
volume. This density is then converted to an approximate ac-
tual plasma density by assuming the total number of ablated
LPP particles to be Np ≈ 5× 1016, consistent with previous
experimental measurements22. Fig. 8a shows the calculated
density evolution at (x,y)=(0,0) for a 200 J laser shot. The
approximate RHI growth region where nb/nc > 4% (bounded
by a black contour) is chosen to be consistent with Fig. 6.

A possible scheme for maintaining the LPP uniformity and
density over longer distances is the use of pulse shaping to
produce a train of laser pulses separated in time34,35. If the
pulses are spaced sufficiently close together, their velocity dis-
tributions will cause them to merge together to form a quasi-
continuous LPP. In addition to extending the LPP in space,
spreading energy output in time also allows the total pulse en-
ergy to be increased without increasing the maximum peak
intensity. Since the maximum laser energy is limited by the

FIG. 8. Calculated density distributions displayed as a function of
distance from the laser target and time with a contour (black) mark-
ing the edge of the instability growth region where nb/nc ≥ 4%. Six
cases are shown: a) Np particles in a single pulse b) Np particles dis-
tributed between ten pulses each separated by 100 ns c) 5Np particles
in a single pulse d) 5Np particles in ten pulses separated by 100 ns
e) A single pulse of Np particles with a more collimated angular ve-
locity distribution vb ∝ cos4(θ) and f) A single pulse of Np particles
with vb ∝ cos8(θ). Adding multiple pulses slightly increases the ex-
tent of the high density region, but increasing the number of particles
has a much larger effect. A more collimated velocity distribution also
slightly extends the instability growth region.

intensity-based damage thresholds of its optical components,
a train of pulses allows the laser to deposit a higher total en-
ergy into the target. Using a series of short pulses rather than
a continuous long pulse maintains high instantaneous inten-
sity and therefore keeps LPP velocities comparable to those
achieved in the single-pulse experiments

Preliminary Monte-Carlo calculations suggest that, for the
LPP velocity distributions measured experimentally, a pulse
separation on the order of 100 ns will best approximate a
quasi-continuous LPP. The ideal pulse separation depends on
the laser parameters, as more narrow velocity distributions re-
quire tighter pulse spacing in order for pulses to merge. Tak-
ing the number of particles in a single pulse (Np = 5× 1016)
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and dividing it between ten pulses provides a modest improve-
ment in the growth region (Fig. 8b). However, providing a
train of 10 pulses with a total of 5Np particles leads to a sub-
stantially extended growth region (Fig. 8d). A single pulse of
5Np (Fig. 8c) also has an enhanced growth region, although it
remains somewhat shorter than the ten pulse case. This model
predicts that a series of sufficiently closely-spaced pulses will
merge to produce a long, relatively homogeneous extended
LPP ideal for beam instability growth.

LPP density uniformity could also be improved by produc-
ing a more collimated LPP, possibly by using a shaped target.
The LPP velocity distribution is assumed to be proportional
to cosn(θ) where θ is the angle to the target normal. Ex-
periments have shown that n ≈ 2 for a flat-surface target33.
Figures 8e and 8f are identical to Fig. 8a except that they as-
sume more narrow angular velocity distributions with n = 4
and n = 8 respectively. Some improvement is evident at n = 4
but little further improvement is found for n > 4 as LPP diver-
gence eventually becomes negligible compared to cross-field
diffusion and parallel velocity dispersion.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Quasi-parallel collisionless shocks are objects of consider-
able interest, and generating one in a well-diagnosed labora-
tory environment would improve our understanding of their
formation and structure. However, scaling a quasi-parallel
shock to a feasible experiment is a challenge. The choice of
experiment length scale and shock driver dictate demanding
requirements on the required background density and mag-
netic field. Laser-produced plasmas (LPPs) provide a promis-
ing driver for such experiments.

A series of experiments at UCLA has investigated LPPs in
this context and observed electromagnetic ion/ion beam insta-
bility growth consistent with the very early stages of quasi-
parallel shock formation. However spatial dispersion of the
LPP prematurely terminates the growth of the instability. This
limitation is both demonstrated directly using magnetic flux
probe measurements and reproduced by a Monte-Carlo calcu-
lation. This Monte-Carlo model is also used to evaluate the
use of trains of laser pulses to partially mitigate LPP disper-
sion with promising results. Future experiments and hybrid
simulations will pursue this approach to develop an improved
LPP quasi-parallel shock driver.
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